
POLICY ON CAMPUS DEMONSTRATIONS AND DISRUPTION 
OF UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES 

Winston-Salem State University respects the rights of all groups or individuals to express 
opinions, publicly and privately, regarding matters relating to their welfare while members of the 
university community.  The university also respects the rights of each member of the academic 
community to be free from coercion and harassment. 
 
Every effort will be made to understand grievances and to solve problems, thus eliminating the 
need for major protests.  Established lines of communication that provide channels for orderly 
expression of thoughts will remain open at all times.  The lines formulated are in three 
categories—Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, and Administrative Matters.  Areas of concern 
may be dealt with within a single category or they may require the services of one or both of the 
other categories.  Members of the university community are expected to follow these lines of 
communication before organizing a protest. 
 
The university cannot condone disruptive or destructive picketing, protesting, or demonstrating 
which interferes with the normal operations of the university.  Unauthorized occupancy of or 
damage to buildings or property or materials therein, whether they are in use or not, is prohibited.  
Persons engaged in such activities will be subject to disciplinary action, including suspension or 
expulsion. 
 
In instances of demonstrations and/or disruptive activities, to return the campus to normal 
functioning, the administration may take immediate disciplinary actions which may be of a 
temporary nature pending a hearing by an investigating committee.  This committee will consist 
of two faculty members, one Student Affairs official appointed by the chancellor or a designated 
representative and two students, namely the president of the Student Government Association 
and the secretary of judicial affairs.  The committee chair will be chosen by its members.  
Detailed records of all proceedings will be maintained and a report will be made to the 
chancellor.  The decision of the investigating committee shall be final if the accused is exonerated 
or if there is no appeal.  Appeals may be taken to the chancellor.  Such appeal shall be based 
solely on the records of the proceedings of the investigating committee.  All appeals must be 
submitted in writing; in addition, the chancellor may require an oral argument. 
 
It is the aim of the university to work with students for their total welfare and development.  This 
is done neither through fear nor distrust.  Therefore, unrest should be defined and brought into the 
open honestly, and a feasible solution should be sought. 
 
Any person who interferes with the academic or operational functions of the university will be 
asked to cease and desist.  If he or she does not do so, the following steps will be taken: 
The individual who is interfering with the academic or operational functions of the university will 
be asked to identify himself or herself. 
 
If the individual refuses to identify himself or herself or to cease and desist, he or she will then 
subject himself or herself to arrest, and will, after being identified by the police, be charged with 
appropriate civil law violations. 
 
The individual who is interfering with the academic or operational functions of the university 
who refuses to identify himself or herself or to cease and desist, will also subject himself or 
herself to immediate suspension from the university and be informed of the opportunity for an 
appeal hearing to be established at the earliest feasible date. 
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